Deciphering protein evolution and fitness landscapes with latent space models.
Protein sequences contain rich information about protein evolution, fitness landscapes, and stability. Here we investigate how latent space models trained using variational auto-encoders can infer these properties from sequences. Using both simulated and real sequences, we show that the low dimensional latent space representation of sequences, calculated using the encoder model, captures both evolutionary and ancestral relationships between sequences. Together with experimental fitness data and Gaussian process regression, the latent space representation also enables learning the protein fitness landscape in a continuous low dimensional space. Moreover, the model is also useful in predicting protein mutational stability landscapes and quantifying the importance of stability in shaping protein evolution. Overall, we illustrate that the latent space models learned using variational auto-encoders provide a mechanism for exploration of the rich data contained in protein sequences regarding evolution, fitness and stability and hence are well-suited to help guide protein engineering efforts.